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PRESIDENT’S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
I hope those of you who fish the Rakaia realise that quite a few fish
have entered the river and from the catch reports that I have heard all
appear to be somewhere between 12 and 22 lb in weight and are in excellent
condition but they managed to allude me on my two trips out during the week.
Most have been caught in the lower reaches of the river and at the moment of
writing the river is a great colour and with a reasonable flow as well.
I have heard that a salmon was hooked and lost at McIntoshes on the Waimak
as well so it appears that there are fish there as well but probably not that many.
I have also had a report that fish have been caught in the Rangitata although
weight and size were not mentioned but let’s hope they also have a good year
with a better run than last season.
The irrigation season is in full swing and already the rivers and streams of Canterbury are at record low levels. The report during the week that the Minister
(David Benson Pope) has granted the Central Plains Irrigation Company the
status of an Acquiring Authority is not good news. I fail to see how this can be
granted to a private company that is a money making organisation and, as far as
I can see, it will give very little to the nation except more pollution and degradation of our waterways and place innocent lives at risk from the dam they are
proposing to build in the Wainiwaniwa Valley at Coalgate. It appears that this
structure will now be 55 metres high (160 ft), or half a rugby field for the
sports followers, and imagine the damage that will occur and the number of
lives put at risk should an earthquake occur sometime in the future, which is
more than likely as this is an area that is criss-crossed with fault lines. There
were too many fault lines to build a rubbish dump but when cockies can make
(Continued on page 2)
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money safety doesn’t figure in the equation. And the current Chairman of the
Central Plains was the main opponent of the dump when it was proposed for this
same area.
Ron Dougherty and Athol Price have attended several meetings in the last month
but none of them have produced a decision and there will be further meetings
before we get a result on the Hurunui or the Ashburton Rivers.
The latest idiot scheme is to dam the Stour River on the South Branch of the
Ashburton River and use three cumecs of water from the South Ashburton to fill
it, then run the water through a raceway incorporating three generators and finally discharge the water into the RDR for more irrigation. I believe this is another brainstorm of Trust Power who of course add the irrigation factor to obtain
the support of the farmers in the area. How this can be achieved and still maintain the minimum flow in the Ashburton River is beyond my understanding. The
report in Saturday’s Press (26th Nov) states that most of our streams and rivers
are at critical levels and unless we get some heavy rain and over a period there
could well be some very harsh controls placed on irrigators. They also state that
it appears many streams are over allocated. Surprise, surprise, isn’t that what we
have been saying over the last 10 years and no one would listen to us. The news
is also that the new irrigation scheme in Marlborough may have to be closed
down shortly if there isn’t meaningful amounts of rain in the near future. Shows
just how inaccurate the research is that is used to justify these schemes.
I believe that it is now time for all planned or proposed irrigation schemes to be
put on hold until there is sufficient research done by ECan to give a full and true
picture of what effects these schemes will have on the environment and the ecology of Canterbury before they do damage that cannot be reversed. We are only
the guardians of this land and future generations have the ultimate right to inherit
a land with clean rivers and streams - not what we have at the moment where
every river has signs in their lower reaches saying this water is unsafe for human
contact.
We have two working bees coming up: one on the 3rd December at Montrose
where we plan to move the supply pipe to the hatchery to a new spring further up
the hill and I have rung a number of our younger members asking for their help
as it will be fairly strenuous work. We are meeting at the Yaldhurst Pub carpark
at 0830 Saturday 3rd December and, if you are available, come and give a hand.
You oldies can also be of assistance if you would like to come as there are other
tasks that you could help with without busting the old boiler. Bring something
that can be used to prise the old pipe from the grass and undergrowth. F & G are
(Continued on page 3)
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going to put on a barbecue for lunch so let’s make it a great day.
The second working bee is to fin clip 30,000 smolt at Silverstream hatchery to be
released in to the Waimak next August. The dates for this work are Friday 9th
and Sat 10th December and if you are available please ring Steve Terry at F & G
phone (03) 3669191. Meet at F&G 3 Horatio St at 0745 hrs for transport to
Silverstream. Barbecue and drinks to be provided. We require about 30 persons
each day so if you are available come along and help us to help ourselves and put
more fish in the river.
Finally, I would like on behalf of the Committee and myself, wish you all and
your loved ones a Very Happy Christmas and an absolutely fabulous New Year
with bank to bank salmon each time you go fishing. May prosperity and good
health be yours over the future years.
Neville (Tim) Ellis
PRESIDENT

BALLINGERS

173 Montreal Street
P.O. Box 8475
Christchurch, N.Z.

Phone: (03) 366-7445
Fax: (03) 366-3918
Jeremy Burke will be well known to Canterbury
anglers through his passion for fishing & the
positions he has held in other prominent Christchurch retail stores. Now he complements his
expertise with the buying power & focus on
quality that all Hunting & Fishing NEWZEALANDTM staff bring to this franchise. Catch Jeremy at Ballingers – Christchurch.

NOW OPEN SEVEN DAYS
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INFORMATION ROUNDUP
SCALE SAMPLES
Again this year we seek your support in collecting scale samples from your
salmon catches. As a starter, we enclose with this magazine a couple of printed
envelopes. We have plenty more, if you need them. If you are near someone on
the river who has caught a fish, please explain the research we are undertaking
and ask them to give you a scale sample.
Unfortunately we have not yet been able to publish the results from last season
due to illness in the family of our expert scale reader. However they haven’t been
forgotten and we will certainly give you the results as soon as they are available.
We appreciated the response from members last season in returning so many
samples and we will continue to collect these to give a permanent record of
trends over the next few years.
NZSAA SALMON FISHING COMPETITION
Elsewhere in this newsletter is the entry form for our own annual salmon fishing
competition. In recent years, entries have been disappointingly low. There are
some good prizes sponsored by Fisherman’s Loft for the overall largest salmon
and for largest salmon in the Rakaia and Waimakariri as well as a lucky draw
from all entries.
We have had a look at making it easier to weigh in and submit entries but, to be
fair to all entrants, we consider that weighing should still be done on Government tested scales. Most shops and commercial traders have appropriate scales
and shopkeepers are generally happy to weigh in a large, smelly salmon from a
fisherperson who is probably also grubby and smelly after a day on the river. It
will only take a few minutes to weigh in, so let’s be having those entries to make
a good competition.
SCOTTY BOXES
We have had a fantastic response from members and supporters who have made
specific donations totalling $1,100 towards the purchase of more Scotty boxes.
Our thanks are extended to these people for their generous support.
We have also made an application to a large Company which distributes grants
for suitable environmental projects and we are hopeful that they will recognise
the value of our Scotty box venture with a grant to enable purchase of further
boxes for the next spawning season.
We would welcome any further donations if you feel able to assist.
(Continued on page 5)
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SOUTHLAND BRANCH OF NZSAA
It is with regret that we report that the Southland Branch has decided to dissolve
its club. With only 5 or 6 members attending meetings it was difficult to keep
members interested and so the decision has been made to cease activities.
We appreciate the loyal support we have received over the years from a small
number of enthusiastic anglers and we wish them well for their future angling in
the southern regions.
NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Our Patron, Doug Roy, has for the past several years been expertly putting together the newsletter that members receive each month. Doug also spends countless hours regularly working at the Montrose hatchery. These contributions of
time and expertise freely given to NZSAA are very much appreciated but the
time has come when Doug would like someone else to take over the newsletter
preparation.
Is there someone among our members who has a computer and publisher software to put a newsletter together once a month? Or even, if you don’t have a
computer, to gather articles and information so that we can arrange printing?
Please give the Secretary or President a call if you would be prepared to assist.

Found

Have your waders shrunk?

Lost

within the last 4 months on return from Montrose
Dry Line black body waders size 9
within the last 4 months on return from Montrose
Dry Line body waders custom size 8
Contact Doug at (03) 352 8564 to arrange a swap

Please don’t leave line on the
river or the beach
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SOUTH CANTERBURY NEWS
The South Canterbury Salmon Anglers Association held their AGM in August
where it was obvious from the many comments from those present, that the time
had come to do something about the perceived decline in the salmon fishery on
the Rangitata river.
With this in mind, members of the committee met with Mark Webb (CSI Fish &
Game) and discussed the possibility of implanting Salmon eggs in a number of
streams running into the Rangitata river below the RDR. It was felt that any
enhancement project must take place below the intake of the RDR as with
no fish screen on this structure, all our good work would simply end up on a
paddock somewhere.
Of all the streams subsequently inspected, Ealing Springs has some potential but
is heavily overgrown. Salmon have used this stream for spawning in the past and
with a good deal of work it could be a useful stream to implant eggs or release
fry.

Ealing Springs
During Marks investigation of other options, it was discovered that the lease on
the old Salmon farm site on McKinnons creek, a few kilometres up from the
river mouth, had expired and the site had reverted back to DOC. A meeting was
held on site with DOC, Salmon Anglers reps and Fish & Game where it was resolved that a Salmon hatchery could once again operate under the control of a
Fish and Game/Salmon Anglers partnership.
The option to use the site and the existing facilities has a number of advantages
as it will be possible to raise salmon fry in the existing races and later transport
(Continued on page 7)
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Flow in McKinnons Creek
Concrete races etc
them to several sites on the river as well as release some in McKinnons creek
itself. There is a lot of work to do as the site is very overgrown and working bees
are being planned to restore the site back to something useful.
A structure will need to be set up to administer the proposed hatchery and raise
funds for its operation. This is an exciting project and one that may ultimately
benefit many of the SI Salmon rivers.
Our association is very grateful for the help it has received from the Christchurch
Salmon Anglers group, Alan Brooks and Mark Webb.

HEALTH & SAFETY SYSTEMS LTD

LEIGH TOBECK
Health and Safety Consultant

AND fisherman

Phone 03 313 9114 or 0274 365 972
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A BLAST FROM THE PAST ‘
(This article appeared in the “Salmon Angler”
Volume 2 Number 2, February 1976.)
A FEW THINGS TO CONSIDER
One frequently hears the statement “I have been chasing these salmon for five
years now and have yet to catch my first”. Or maybe you are a newcomer to the
sport and blissfully oblivious to it. Either way you have my full sympathy as I
know how frustrating it must be.
Although I do not in any way profess to be in anywhere near the expert class,
over the years I have caught many salmon and many limit bags. In fact, one year
the tally involved 104 fish for the season. Sure, it could be good fortune or just
good luck, but I think not - just a little extra knowledge paid off.
First of all make sure you have good gear. It doesn’t have to be the most expensive. Just because it has a high price tag it is not necessarily going to guarantee
you one on the bank. Watch your rod rings for any that have become deeply
grooved or plating peeled as these can ruin a nylon line very quickly, often causing it to snap at a crucial moment. Replace them or carefully file them out with a
chainsaw blade file, as I sometimes do, to make them last a little longer. Keep
plenty of varnish on your ring bindings as these fray after time. I put a round of
new cellotape type insular tape on them to stop this. The bright red colour looks
good too.
Look after your reel keep the oil and grease up to it. Clean it or at least give it a
wash under the warm water to remove the grit and sand after a nor or day in the
salt air at the river mouth. It will last a lot longer. I find 150 yard line capacity of
19 lbs quite ample.
When you are fishing the river mouths, and that is a bit of a chuck and chance
affair, except when a run is on, watch the water closely both in the river and
where the breakers curl for signs of fish. Generally where a fish shows itself
there will be others. Cast your line ahead and beyond the fish with enough distance to allow the spinner to sink to the depth the fish will be at. Take into consideration when one does surface that it is not the position he will be in when he
returns to the bottom. This will be at least three fish lengths upstream from the
surface position it appeared at, as when it surfaces the current carries it downstream as it comes up and the reverse applies when it goes down.
The fish for some reason, run in a channel and this could be only a couple of rod
lengths from the shore, and when this is the case a lot of time can be wasted in
(Continued on page 9)
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casting right across to the opposite shore and retrieving the line all the way back
again. You may not be actually fishing until the line is in the channel.
You can return may times to the river mouths and come away empty handed but
it is, without doubt, the best area to fish. The quality of a fresh run fish, both in
fighting capacity and eating, smoked or otherwise, is unsurpassed by up-river
fish. Watch for shoals of kahawai, often there are salmon amongst, or on the outside of these and a cast or two is sometimes productive. If there is a run of
salmon on, and you have caught one, note precisely where you hooked it and
keep working that particular area, as the chances of picking up a couple more
are, without doubt, pretty good. Remember to watch the depth of your spinner.
Try the area where the water is slack on the current meeting breaker edge especially where the waves sneak up the side of the river. There is often fish milling
around here and they are ready takers. Or on the first bend producing an eddy or
backwater from the mouth - there will be fish here too. If there is a big run on
and you have been successful, note the time and tide and return the following
day - you could be into it again. When the fishing is crowded and somebody has
landed a fish and is ardently struggling to remove the hook and return to his position as quickly as possible to catch another, do not, on any account whatsoever,
race in and fill it for him. There is nothing more unsportsmanlike than to do this
and it promotes a lot of disaster and ill-feeling amongst us.
When fishing up—river read your water properly and I am certain this pays dividends. Look for quiet, deep spots on the edges of fast currents. This is where the
fish will be. Fish at the right depth; as close as possible to the bottom and just on
the riffle. It is only experience that will tell you where this is, by the feel of the
line and by reading the surface swirls of current movements. Here are three
points which I consider are of paramount importance and the practicing of them,
I am sure, have returned me many salmon. These apply whether fishing up-river
or at the mouths of our salmon rivers.
(1) Let your spinner, ticer or spoon and lead down on the water with as little
splash as possible. The more the splash, the harder it is thumping into the water.
Ever stood on a bridge and thrown even a small stone at a fish lying in the water
below to see it race off? Splash control can be achieved very simply by fingering
the line as it is shooting from the reel and controlling its flight just at the right
moment. To guide its fall onto the surface is quite easy with practice, even in a
strong wind.
(2) It is imperative that you continually inspect and keep your hooks sharp. A
small file will help you here. Make sure your hooks are hanging far enough back
(Continued on page 10)
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from your lure. This should be such that if a fish has it just on his outer jaw bone,
the hooks should be well into its mouth in readiness for the strike movement.
Select hooks of a thinner wire type as these will bend or straighten easier and
you won’t lose half as much gear pulling off snags.
(3) I cannot explain the feeling of a take, yet I know it so well, but any hesitation
impeding the retrieval of line could be one. So strike. Don’t power into it! Strike
slowly till you feel a solid resistance, then lay into it, otherwise you will pull the
lure out of the fish’s mouth and fail to get a grip. It is hard enough to get in there,
without pulling it back out again. Ever heard of the saying, “I had him on but lost
him”. It is always a good plan, after the fish is hooked, to strike again at least
twice. This makes certain of the hooks hold in the bony jaw and will secure your
chances of getting it onto the bank a lot more.
If there are fish about and you can see movement of fish or surface porpoising
but can’t catch one, rest the pool for at least half an hour. I know this is hard to
do, particularly when you aren’t alone on a pool, but you will find it pays dividends. Many times I have approached a crowded hole, retired gracefully, and
sneaked back when they have all given up in despair and been into a fish first
cast. When water conditions are gin clear fine down your gear and watch your
movements. Be stealthy. Don’t rattle the stones. Don’t wear bright clothing, put
on something drab and not bi-coloured. You’ll catch just as many fish. I have
had some of my best results when conditions are like this.
Unless fish movement is sighted in very fast water do not bother with these areas. Stick to the bits you know and keep going back. This is where the fish will
be every time. Unless the streams change with a flood or currents alter lies causing the fish to select different ones, the same holding positions will remain productive for the duration of the run. Catching times can be throughout the day and
I can relate good success from dawn to dusk on many occasions. There doesn’t
seem to be one period that is more productive than another.
T J RAIT
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WORKING B AT MONTROSE SAT 3RD DECEMBER
(AND POSSIBLY 4TH TO FINISH THE JOB)
FIN CLIPPING AT SILVERSTREAM FRIDAY 9TH AND
SATURDAY 10TH DECEMBER
Dear Team Leaders
Hope you are all geared up for the salmon fishing season. I have heard that a
good number of good sized salmon have been caught from the lower Rakaia in
recent days and, once the river clears after the recent fresh, hopefully we will see
a few more. Everything seems to be going well at Montrose although we still
have water flow issues. We have two events coming up where we need your
help.
A Working B is planned at Montrose for Sat 3rd December and possible Sunday
the 4th if we don’t get the job finished on the Saturday. The aim of the day is to
remove some pipe from the scrub above the hatchery and re-lay it to a new
spring above to ensure we have water for our hatchery next June. At present our
water source for the hatchery is almost non existent probably due to the drought
in the high country in the last year and we will not be able to hatch salmon ova
next year. Rusty and Roger have been busy clearing a new track for the pipe but
can’t lift the existing pipe from the scrub without help. As usual there are a numerous other small jobs that need doing and Rusty will co-ordinate activities on
the day. Please meet at the Yaldhurst Pub at 8am or at Montrose at 9am. A BBQ
lunch will be provided.
The following Friday and Saturday we also require as many people as possible to
help with fin-clipping at Silverstream. We have 30,000 salmon which are to be
released into the Waimak next August and we hope to get these done in two days
with your help. Ideally we would like at least 30 people for each of these days so
if you could put the word around about this and get back to me with days that
suit, that would be great. Please meet at Fish & Game on the Friday & Saturday
morning at 7:45am for transport out to Silverstream or meet out there at 8:30. A
BBQ lunch and drink will be provided.
Thanks for your continued support with this project.
Steve Terry
Fish & Game Officer
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COOKERY CORNER BY OLIVE
TO PRESERVE SALMON
Cut in steaks across body of salmon, 1½ to 2 inches thick (skin if preferred).
Pack steaks into one pint preserving jars, leaving piece of backbone in. Leave ½
inch from top of jar.
Add 1 tablespoon DYC vinegar and 1 teaspoon common salt. Clean around
mouth of jar and seal tightly with inner seal and lid. Place jars in water bath,
cover well with water and bring to boil. Let simmer for four hours, keeping water topped in bath.
Let cool in water bath. Remove from water, clean jars, remove lids and store for
at least six months before using.
Salmon preserved this way will keep several years but cleanliness in all preserving is essential.

A fisherman was stopped by a fish and game warden recently with two ice chests of
fish, leaving a lake well known for its fishing.
The game warden asked the man, “Do you have a license to catch those fish?”
“No, my friend, I don’t needs no license. These here are my pet fish.”
“"Pet fish?”
“Yes 'boi. Every night I does take these fish down to the river and let 'em swim
around for a while. Then I whistles and they jump right back into this ice chest and I
takes 'em home.”
“That's a bunch of nanny! Fish can't do that!”
“It's the truth. I'll show ya 'bye. It really works.”
“Okay, I've got to see this!”
The fisherman poured the fish into the river and stood and waited.
After several minutes, the game warden turned to him and said, “Well?”
"Well, what?" said the fisherman.
“When are you going to call them back?”
“Call who back?”
“The fish!”
“What fish?”
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WARNING WAIMAKARIRI RIVER ACCESS
If you use the roads running inland on or near the motorway bridges jet boat
launching pad, you must be aware that there will be large trucks bring out river
shingle from now on.
The reason: The shingle being extracted at the old area has run out! It contains
too much fines and silt. All the contractors are now extracting shingle from a lot
further upstream and still intend to transport the same number of loads per day.
BE CAREFUL.

AN URGENT REQUEST
Recently, I represented the NZSAA at an interview session with Walking Access
(NZ). The group, set up by John Acland, is still very much alive and well.
I have been asked to circulate all our members for actual instances of refused
access to any area. Heresay is not required. Photographs of signs or the actual
location of newly locked gates etc., or the implied or real suggestions that money
will open a gate. Items of track maintenance charges or similar.
I would rather have several copies of the same instance than none at all. Do not
assume that someone else will do it.
Send details to NZSAA, Box 1113, Christchurch. Or email details to:npellis@paradise.net.nz

We have MOVED
From Riccarton Road to…
359 Lincoln Road, Christchurch.
Phone (03) 338 3131 Fax (03) 338 3535
Email info@fishermansloft.co.nz
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COLLECTION OF SCALE SAMPLES FROM
SALMON
The scales of a fish, when read under a microscope, provide scientific information on where the fish came from, where it has been, how old it is and its growth
characteristics. In an effort to create a continuous and meaningful record of
salmon origins and returns to our rivers, it is necessary that scales are collected
from as many catches and locations as possible on a seasonal basis. The more
samples received, the better the accuracy of the results. NZSAA therefore seeks
the assistance of its members and other anglers in collecting scales and returning
them for reading.
We have been very fortunate in acquiring the services of Malcolm Flain to read
the scales. Malcolm worked for MAF for 28 years and his particular interest and
expertise is with salmon and scale reading. For data based on scale readings to be
meaningful, it is important however that all samples are taken in the same way.
The following notes will, if followed closely, ensure that your samples will be
comparable with those collected by other anglers. If you are uncertain about any
of the parts of the procedure, please contact us.

Instructions for Taking Scale Samples:
1. It’s a good idea to fill in the details on the scale envelope before taking the sample, as this avoids having
to write on a wet envelope. The essential items to be
filled in are the date, river and approximate location,
the sex of the fish (if known), and the fork length.
This length (see diagram below) is the distance from
the tip of the snout to the fork of the tail. The weight
of the fish is not essential but if you are able to measure this (ungutted) then it is certainly useful to have.
2. Scales should be taken from the flank of the fish slightly behind the top (or
dorsal) fin, as shown opposite, and just above the lateral line, It does not matter which side of the fish they are taken from, but you should try to avoid any
areas where there are signs of old scars or other damage to the skin.
3. To dislodge the scales, take a sharp knife and gently scrape the tip along the
skin towards the head of the fish. On most fish, this should result in a mass of
scales becoming dislodged and sticking to the knife blade. If the fish have
been in fresh water for some time however, you may need to scrape several
times to obtain any scales.
4. Transfer the scales to the envelope by inserting the portion of the knife blade
(Continued on page 15)
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holding the scales, and drawing it out while pinching both sides of the envelope. Only 6 scales from each fish will be used but it doesn’t hurt to provide
more. Don’t worry If the scales end up stuck together in a bunch — they can
easily be sorted out in the laboratory.
5. Some sample envelopes are being distributed with these instructions and
NZSAA is printing and distributing further supplies. In the meantime, it
would be appreciated if anglers could carry a couple of envelopes in their
fishing bag to collect samples and to spread the word among others who catch
salmon. Please do not however use plastic bags or packets as plastic disintegrates scale samples.
6. Please then return the sample to NZSAA, P 0 Box 1113, Christchurch, or give
us a call (03 383 0900) and we will arrange for them to be collected. We appreciate your assistance your assistance in creating this continuing information base.

M&B FISH CANNING PLANT FOR SALE.
Consists of canning machine. One table. Dresser with an electric hot plate stove
built in, all the steel dishes and equipment required are inside the dresser.
A steel pressure cooker with pressure gauge capable of cooking 24 cans at a
time. A small quantity of cans. ( probably about 12 with lids).
Everything in A1 condition .Also included are two stools for you to sit on to
drink your favourite tipple while waiting for your cans to cook. (Cooking time
80 minutes). All books on the canning plant and recipe on how to can your fish
are included. PRICE $650
Contact the President for further details at 03 3830900
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TRADITIONAL RECIPE FOR COOKING FRESH
SALMON (FROM SCOTLAND),
Recipe for cooking fresh salmon
Fill a large pan, or ideally a fish kettle, with water to which vinegar, a bay leaf,
an onion, chopped carrots, fennel, if available, and seasonings are added. Put the
gutted fish in whole so that it is covered by the water and bring to the boil. Boil
for three minutes only and then leave in the water until cold. Remove, skin, place
on a dish and garnish with cucumber.
Take no notice of the many experts who advocate cooking for so many minutes
to the pound. The three-minutes rule should be adhered to whatever the weight
of the fish, except where it is an absolute monster, in which case you would be
well advised to cut it into steaks and grill them (for about twenty minutes) or
poach them for a slightly shorter time in a white wine court-bouillion.
To return to fresh salmon prepared in the classic manner already described; it
requires Hollandaise sauce as much as Rolls required Royce or Mr Fortnum required Mr Mason. Hollandaise has a reputation for being difficult which it does
not really deserve.

Hollandaise Sauce.
2 tablespoons white wine vinegar
salt and pepper
2 eggs
lemon juice.
4 oz butter
Reduce the vinegar by half by boiling. Beat the eggs in the firepot basin that fits
over a saucepot (or the top half of a double boiler). With the saucepan full of
boiling water and pan on top, whisk in the butter bit by bit until the mixture starts
to set. This does not have to be done at the last minute, as the sauce is quite
happy to wait in a warm kitchen. An extra knob of butter at the end prevents a
skin forming.
I think it is the best. Might be useful for the newsletter in the future.
Jerry Walton
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WANTED
ALL SALMON ANGLERS
AND
HURUNUI TROUT ANGLERS
Thank you to all those anglers that kept a diary for us last season and for those
that have indicated they will keep a diary for us this coming season. New diaries
will be posted out in two weeks for those anglers that have already indicated they
will help but we still need more help.
Over recent years, there has been increased water abstraction from our braided
rivers. The pressure from water abstraction threatens Canterbury’s great fishing
opportunities.
North Canterbury & Central South Island Fish and Game wish to undertake an
angler diary program over the next few years to gather data to use if and when
we are required to oppose threats to our rivers. Angler diaries are used to record
information on when and where anglers fish so we can link that to river flows.
Angler diary information was some of the most useful information used at the
recent Rangitata Conservation Order hearings.
We wish to look at salmon fishing in East Coast rivers and trout fishing in the
Hurunui River. This involves anglers completing special angler diaries for each
days fishing; even if no fish are caught the information is valuable as this study
is about ANGLER EFFORT, not angler catch.
For this to be successful WE NEED YOUR HELP.
If you, or anyone you know fishes for:
•
Salmon in any river or,
•
Trout in the Hurunui
We would appreciate your involvement or the name, address and telephone numbers of people who can assist.
The diaries are easy to fill out and all participants will enter the draw to win a
family fishing licence each year.
Thank you for your help.
Steve Terry
Fish & Game Officer
Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in the letters and articles in this newsletter are the authors’ own
and are not necessarily those of the New Zealand Salmon Anglers Association
Incorporated or the Editor.
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LAST COPIES FOR SALE
BY AUTHOR BEFORE IT
GOES OUT OF PRINT!
This popular guide to salmon fishing
is 184pages in length and crammed
with more than 160 colour photographs.
Recommended Retail: $39.99
Sale Price:
$20.00 (post paid
in NZ)
Please send cheque for $20 to:
Ross Millichamp
8 Holmwood Road, Christchurch
8001.
(books will be signed on request)

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION WESTLAND
Lake Kaniere via Hokitika

Jackson Bay via Haast

Bruce Bay: Half-hour Drive South of Fox Glacier
All baches are self-contained with pots/pans, cutlery, power, shower, fridge,
washing machine and freezer.
You would need to supply all disposable items including wood & coal for the
Yunka fire to keep warm, sheets, pillowcases, sleeping bags, etc.
On leaving, a clean and tidy bach would be appreciated for the next people to
go in.
Rates: Kaniere: $60 per night up to 4 people. $15 per person above this.
Bruce Bay & Jackson Bay: $50 per night
All baches sleep eight people.
For more information and bookings you can call:
The Hokitika Angling Club
C/o Hokitika Cycles & Sportsworld
Phone 03 755 8662
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ANNUAL FISHING COMPETITION
The NZSAA Fishing Competition will again be run for the current season 20052006. The Fisherman’s Loft have kindly agreed to sponsor the contest and a
$50.00 voucher will be awarded with each trophy. Trophies and prizes will be
awarded at the NZSAA AGM in May 2005.

COMPETITION RULES.
1.

Entrants must be financial members of NZSAA and hold a current sport
fishing licence.

2.

A scale sample must be provided.

3.
4.

All fish must be gutted and gilled with the head on.
Fish must be weighed at business premises where Government tested
scales are in use.
Declaration form must be completed and forwarded to reach the Secretary,
NZSAA, P O Box 1113, Christchurch, no later than 7 May 2005.

5.
6.
7.

All panels must be completed and signed where appropriate.
In the event of a dispute the final arbitrators will be the NZSAA Committee. No correspondence will be entered into regarding the results.

DECLARATION
Name ...................................................................................................................
Angler’s Address ................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................
License Number .................................. Date Fish Caught ...................................
Weight of Fish (Gutted and Gilled with Head On).................... kg ..............gms
River and location where caught ........................................................................
Business Where Weighed ...................................................................................
Name and Signature of Person Weighing ...........................................................
I certify that all the above information is correct and that I am the Angler who
caught this fish.
Signature of Angler
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NEW ZEALAND SALMON ANGLERS ASSOCIATION
(INC)
HELP US TO HELP YOUR FISHERY
NZSAA Objectives:
• Enhancement of the salmon fishery.
• Hard-line policy on pollution.
• Resistance to water abstractions, dams, etc.
• Education.
• Information gathering.
• Hard-line policy on commercial activities

Become a Member — Join Up a Friend
Return the membership form below.
To: New Zealand Salmon Anglers Association (Inc)
PO Box 1113,
Christchurch, New Zealand
I wish to become a member of the NZ Salmon Anglers Association
(Incorporated) and agree to be bound by the rules and constitution of the Association.
Name ..................................................................................................................
Address ..............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................
Telephone (Home) ......................................... (Work) .......................................
Fax .....................................................................................................................
Email..................................................................................................................
Available to help with stream improvement work? Weekdays
Weekends
Subscription enclosed Adult membership $25 p.a.
Family membership $30 p.a.
Junior membership (under 18 yrs) $10 p.a.
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